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ABSTRACT: The meridional displacement of East Asia jet (EAJ) is characterized by the leading mode of upper
tropospheric zonal wind variability over East Asia in boreal summer, and is closely related to the East Asia summer
monsoon and downstream climate. Present study reveals that the meridional displacement of EAJ is associated with
tropical Indian Ocean (TIO) SST anomalies. When the TIO SST is higher than normal, the overlying tropospheric air
warms up through the modulation of the TIO SST on tropical convection. The anomalous convection forces a Kelvin
wave wedge penetrating into the equatorial western Pacific, leading to a decrease in precipitation near the Philippines.
Combined with the climatological easterly shear over the subtropical western North Pacific, the Pacific-Japan/East AsiaPacific (PJ/EAP) teleconnection is induced along the East Asia coast. The PJ/EAP-related upper-level anomalous cyclone
accelerates westerly in the south flank of EAJ and decelerates westerly in the north flank. Thus, EAJ shifts southward.
In contrast, the EAJ shifts northward when the TIO SST is lower than normal. Copyright  2011 Royal Meteorological
Society
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1. Introduction
In the upper and lower stratosphere, there exists a
strong westerly belt over the mid-latitudes of East Asia,
which is referred to as East Asia westerly jet (EAJ).
During boreal summer, the axis of EAJ experiences
a northward jump (Yeh et al., 1958; Li et al., 2004).
However, the extent of the northward jump varies from
year to year (Liang and Wang, 1998; Lau et al., 2000;
Lu, 2004). This is related to the year-to-year change in
the location of the EAJ or the meridional displacement
of EAJ on interannual time scales. Analysis shows
that the meridional displacement in the EAJ (MDE) is
characterized well by the dominant mode of the zonal
wind anomalies in the upper troposphere (Lin and Lu,
2005).
Previous studies noticed that the year-to-year variability of the EAJ is closely linked to monsoon precipitation
over East Asia (Liang and Wang, 1998) and downstream
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climate (Lau and Weng, 2002; Lau et al., 2005). During June–August, a southward (northward) displacement
of EAJ leads to an increase in precipitation over southcentral (north) China (Liang and Wang, 1998). Lau and
Weng (2002) indicated that the MDE is associated with
North America rainfall. Furthermore, the convection over
the western North Pacific (WNP) can affect the MDE
through meridional teleconnection (Lau et al., 2000; Lu,
2004). However, the variation of convection over the
WNP is mainly attributed to the tropical Indian Ocean
(TIO) sea surface temperature (SST; Yang et al., 2007;
Xie et al., 2009; Chowdary et al., 2010; Chowdary et al.,
2011).
Owing to the thermocline shoaling in the southwest
TIO and the strengthening of ENSO intensity, interannual
variability of TIO SST is intensified after the late 1970s
(Huang et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2010). During this epoch,
the TIO warms in response to El Niño, and this warming
then influences the climate in the Indian Ocean (IO) and
surrounding regions after El Niño decays (Yang et al.,
2007; Xie et al., 2009). This phenomenon is referred to
as the “capacito’ effect’. Through Kelvin wave-induced
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Ekman divergence (WIED), the capacitor effect can affect
the convection over the WNP (Xie et al., 2009).
Therefore, there may be a link between the interannual
variability of TIO SST and MDE. The aim of this present
study is to explore this possible link.

2.

Data

This study uses the Hadley Center Global Sea Surface
Temperature dataset (Rayner et al., 2006), the Center
for Climate Prediction Merged Analysis of Precipitation
(CMAP; Xie and Arkin, 1997), and the National Centers
for Environmental Prediction–National Center for Atmosphere Research atmospheric reanalysis dataset (Kalnay
et al., 1996). The present analysis will focus on the period
1979–2007 when all the above data are available.
The aim of the present study is to investigate the
effects of TIO SST on EAJ on interannual time scales.
Linear trends of all the time series have been removed to
eliminate decadal and longer time scale variations. Threemonth mean is calculated for all variables to remove the
intraseasonal variability.
3. Linkage between TIO and meridional
displacement of EAJ
A TIO SST index is defined using the area mean SST
over the domain of 20 ° S–20 ° N and 40° –100 ° E (shown
in Figure 1(a)) in boreal summer. The high TIO SST
index corresponds to a significant basin-wide warming in
the Indian Ocean (Figure 1(a)), the SST anomalies are
about 0.1 ∼ 0.3 K. The relatively warm areas are mainly
located in tropical western IO. The precipitation above is
not uniform, but the total precipitation is above average,
indicating that the TIO warming is not the response
to change in atmosphere over it. Though a little weak,
the SST anomalies (SSTA) can exert influences on the
climate over the TIO and its surrounding regions (e.g.
Annamalai et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2007; Xie et al.,
2009).
When TIO is warmer than normal, significant warming
is found in South China Sea and north of Philippines
Sea (Figure 1(a)). Although the warming is embedded in
warm pool, the decreased local precipitation (Figure 1(b))
do not support that it is the result of the local warming
anomaly. The opposite sign in SST and precipitation
anomalies implies that the atmosphere anomalies over
WNP are subject to remote forcing, rather than a local one
(Wang et al., 2005; Xie et al., 2009). Thus, the significant
warming over WNP contributes little to atmosphere
change above.
In addition, significant cooling occurs over north
Pacific, east of Japan (Figure 1(a)). Similarly, the opposite sign between SST and local rainfall (Figure 1(b))
suggests that the cooling exerts very little influence on
atmosphere change.
The linkage between the TIO SST and the MDE
appears significant. The MDE is defined using the first
Copyright  2011 Royal Meteorological Society

Figure 1. Regression of normalized tropical Indian Ocean (TIO) SST in
boreal summer: (a) SST (contours, interval: 0.1 K) and 850 hPa wind
(vectors); (b) precipitation (contours, interval: 0.25 mm/d). Light and
dark shades in (a) and (b) denote the significance levels are at 95 and
99%, respectively. Only vectors whose significant level exceeds 95%
are shown in (a). Contours for zero are omitted.

mode of empirical orthogonal function (EOF) decomposition of summer mean 200 hPa zonal wind in the
domain of 27.5° –55 ° N and 120° –150 ° E, which is the
same as that in Lin and Lu (2005). The results (Figure 2)
of EOF analysis for 1979–2007 are consistent with those
obtained by Lin and Lu (2005). The correlation coefficient of MDE with the TIO SST index is 0.45, exceeding
the 95% confidence level. By contrast, the EAJ intensity, which is depicted by the second mode of the EOF
results (Lin and Lu, 2005), is poor correlated with TIO
SST (the correlation coefficient is −0.28, not reaching
90% significance level).
When the TIO is warm (cold), the ridge of EAJ
moves south (north). According to time serial of TIO
SST in boreal summer, warm (1983, 1987, 1988, and
1998) and cold (1984, 1985, 1989, and 2000) cases are
selected when TIO SST exceeds 1 and −1 standard
deviation, respectively. Figure 3(a) and (b) shows the
composite results of the warm and the cold cases,
respectively. As TIO is warm, the latitude of EAJ ridge
is about 38.5–40.5 ° E; the latitude is 40–42.5 ° E when
TIO is cold, a little north compared to the warm cases.
Two particular years, 1983 and 1984, are chosen to
see the EAJ response. In the summer of 1983, the
TIO SSTA is 0.54 K, the EAJ ridge shifts southward
(Figure 3(c); 38–40 ° E) relative to the average of the
warm cases; while during the summer of 1984, the TIO
Int. J. Climatol. 32: 2073–2080 (2012)
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Figure 2. The two modes of EOF decomposition of summer mean zonal wind at 200 hPa, the variance contribution of the two modes are 46.4
and 23.6%, respectively.

Figure 3. Zonal wind at 200 hPa: (a) and (b) are the results when TIO are warm and cold, respectively. (c) and (d) are the results of 1983 and
1984, respectively. Dash contours in the four plots are the ridge of East Asia Jet.

SSTA is −0.25 K, the EAJ is further north (Figure 3(d);
41–45.5 ° E) than that of cold cases mean.
Figure 4 shows the regression of 200 hPa wind vectors
on normalized TIO SST index in boreal summer. When
the TIO is warmer, there exists an anomalous westerly
belt over 200 hPa that extends from North Africa to
East Asia. Anomalous easterlies exist over the Okhotsk
Sea and to the east of Philippines. Note that over East
Asia, the westerly anomaly resides near the south edge of
summer mean location of EAJ, and anomalous easterly
Copyright  2011 Royal Meteorological Society

locates to the north of the belt. This indicates that the
westerly jet is strengthened in its southern portion but
weakened in its northern portion. Thus, the EAJ shifts
southward.
Figure 5 shows the latitude-height sections of zonal
wind anomalies obtained by regression on normalized
TIO SST index in boreal summer. The four sections
(105 ° E, 120 ° E, 135 ° E, and 150 ° E) all show anomalous
westerlies in the southern part of the westerly jet stream.
In the 105 ° E section, the westerly maximum locates at
Int. J. Climatol. 32: 2073–2080 (2012)
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Figure 4. Regression of 200 hPa wind (vectors) on normalized TIO SST in boreal summer, only vectors whose confidence level reaching 95%
are shown. Shade shows the climatological zonal wind in boreal summer.

Figure 5. Latitude-height sections of the regression of zonal wind (contours) on normalized TIO SST in boreal summer. The contour interval is
0.5 m/s and the zero contours are omitted for clarity. Shades show the climatological zonal wind in boreal summer, the unit is m/s. (a) is the
result of 105 ° E section and (b), (c), (d) are the results of 120 ° E, 135 ° E, 150 ° E, respectively. The black areas show the topography height.

150 to 200 hPa. In the other three sections, the maxima
are observed at 200 hPa. Over East Asia, especially
along 135° –150 ° E, the zonal wind anomalies exhibit
a Rossby wave-like structure, with negative, positive
and negative anomalies from subtropics to mid-latitudes.
In addition, the anomalies display poleward tilt with
height.
Therefore, in the years when a basin-wide warming
occurs in the TIO in boreal summer, the EAJ tends to
shift southward. In addition, over East Asia, the zonal
Copyright  2011 Royal Meteorological Society

wind anomalies exhibit Rossby wave-like structure with
a poleward tilt from surface to tropopause.
4. Possible mechanism
The zonal wind anomalies are in good relationship with
the anomalous geopotential height. In subtropics and midlatitudes, wind and geopotential height follow the quasigeostrophic equilibrium. It means that the zonal wind
anomalies are determined by the meridional gradient
Int. J. Climatol. 32: 2073–2080 (2012)
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of geopotential height anomalies. Figure 6(a) shows the
meridional gradient of geopotential height anomalies and
wind anomalies at 200 hPa obtained by regression on
the TIO SST index. When the TIO SST index is high,
the IO is warm, obvious negative meridional gradient of
geopotential height anomalies extends from Middle East
to the east of Japan and positive gradient is located over
the Okhotsk Sea. In Northern Hemisphere, over the areas
where the meridional gradient is negative, there exist
anomalous easterlies; vice versa, anomalous westerlies
exist over the areas where the meridional gradient is
positive.
How the TIO warming affects the geopotential height
anomalies at 200hPa (hereafter H200)? H200 anomalies are in proportion to the averaged temperature from

Figure 6. Regression on TIO SST index in boreal summer: (a) meridional gradient of geopoetential height (contours, interval: 5 × 10−6 )
and wind (vectors) at 200 hPa; (b) tropospheric temperature (contours,
interval: 0.04 k) and 10 m wind (vectors); (c) geopotential height at
500 hPa (contours, interval: 2 gpm). Dash contours indicate the values
are negative. For clarity, zero contours are omitted and only vectors
whose significant level exceeds 95% are shown. Light and dark shades
indicate confidence levels at 95 and 99%, respectively.
Copyright  2011 Royal Meteorological Society
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atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) to 200hPa. Since the
temperature in ABL is noisy, the tropospheric temperature (TT; average air temperature between 200hPa and
850hPa) is analysed. When the TIO is warm, a significant tropospheric warming is observed (Figure 6(b)).
On the north flank of the TIO warming, significant
anomalous westerlies occur due to the warming-induced
H200 meridional gradient anomalies (Figure 6(a)). To
the east of the TIO, TT exhibits a Kelvin wave-like
wedge penetrating into the western Pacific, consistent
with the response to localized heating in the TIO (Gill,
1980). Tropical convection modulates TT that is close
to a moist-adiabatic profile, which is determined by the
equivalent potential temperature in ABL (Emanuel et al.,
1994, 1997; Su and Neelin, 2003). Through the convection, TIO warming heats the troposphere (Su et al., 2003;
Xie et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2010) and forces a Kelvin
wave to the east (Neelin and Su, 2005; Xie et al., 2009).
To the northeast of the TIO, a warm tongue penetrates to
the south of Japan from the Bay of Bengal (Figure 6(b)).
In addition, there exists a cold centre over the north of
Japan. The warm tongue and cold center generate great
meridional gradient in H200, which is the key to the
intensified westerly over Japan and the weakened westerly to the north of Japan. However, results given by Gill
(1980) do not support that the warm tongue and cold center are direct response to the TIO warming (Figure 1(b)
given by Gill (1980)). As such, heating over the TIO is
not directly responsible for the MDE. Thus, some other
processes may act as a bridge connecting TIO heating
and EAJ change.
When TIO warms, the convection is suppressed near
the Philippines by the TIO warming induced-Kelvin
wave through the WIED proposed by Xie et al. (2009).
The suppressed convection can induce an increase in
geopotential heights over and to northwest (Figure 6(c)).
Near the Philippines, there is climatological easterly shear
(the area mean of zonal wind difference between 850 and
200 hPa in the domain of 10° –20 ° N and 110° –150 ° E
is 5.1 m/s in boreal summer). With the background
easterly shear and the anomalous convection, Rossby
wave is generated at low-level and propagates poleward
(Lim and Chang, 1983, 1986; Wang and Xie, 1996;
Lu, 2004). The wind anomalies at 850 hPa (Figure 1(a))
display a wave pattern over the coast of East Asia. Thus,
the PJ teleconnection (Nitta, 1987) or the East AsianPacific (EAP) teleconnection (Huang and Sun, 1992)
is prominent (Figures 1(b) and 6(c)). The correlation
coefficients of the PJ index (Wakabayashi and Kawamura,
2004) and the EAP index (Huang and Yan, 1999) with
the TIO SST index are −0.57 and −0.55, respectively,
both exceeding the 99% confidence level.
The PJ/EAP teleconnection has a unique vertical
structure. Kosaka and Nakamura (2006) found the PJ
teleconnection pattern not only exists at lower level, but
also at upper level. In addition, their study showed that
the teleconnection pattern tilts northward with height. Our
analysis confirms these results (Figure 5). Anomalous
precipitation near Japan and the vertical structure of the
Int. J. Climatol. 32: 2073–2080 (2012)
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Figure 7. The same as Figure 3, except for: (a) and (b) are the results when El Niño and La Niña Decay, respectively. (c) and (d) are the results
of 1983 and 2000, respectively.

mean flow may be responsible for the tilt (Kosaka and
Nakamura, 2006; Lu and Lin, 2009). Thus, over the coast
of East Asia, the mid-latitude cyclonic wind anomalies at
upper level are slightly poleward in comparison to those
at low level (Figure 1(a) andFigure 4). The anomalous
winds can also be interpreted as the results of the PJ/EAP
pattern-induced H200 anomalies.
Interestingly, the zonal wind is more obvious east
of 120 ° E in mid-latitude. It may be the combined
effects of WNP rainfall induced-EAP/PJ teleconnection
and the precipitation east of Japan. The teleconnection
mainly locates east of 120 ° E (Figures 1(b) and 6(c)). The
corresponding positive and negative height anomalies
at upper level (can be inferred by the TT regression
result in Figure 6(b)), which is also east of 120 ° E, may
cause great meridional gradient between them and lead
to relative strong anomalous zonal wind. Indeed, such
anomalies couple the effects of the precipitation east of
Japan. Simulation results in Lu and Lin (2009) suggest
that the precipitation is able to generate such zonal wind
anomalies.

5.

Conclusions and discussions

When the TIO warms in boreal summer, significant
warming is found in the South China Sea and north of
Philippines Sea, and cooling exists in east of Japan. The
local rainfall over those areas is in opposite sign with
Copyright  2011 Royal Meteorological Society

the SSTAs, suggesting that little influence do the SSTAs
exert on local atmosphere change.
As TIO warms (cools), the ridge of EAJ moves
southwards (northwards). It is the result of westerly
strengthening (weakening) in the south flank of EAJ’s
climatological location and the deceleration (acceleration)
of westerly in the north. In addition, over the coast of
East Asia, the anomalous zonal winds in troposphere
exhibit a Rossby wave-like structure from subtropics
to mid-latitude and the anomalies tilt poleward with
height.
Furthermore, the mechanism how the interannual variability of TIO SST affects the meridional displacement
of EAJ is investigated. Here, we summarize the possible mechanism as follows: As TIO warms, anomalous
convection over the TIO leads to the tropospheric warming and forces a Kelvin wave wedge penetrating into the
equatorial western Pacific (Xie et al., 2009). The Kelvin
wave-induced Ekman divergence suppresses convection
over the WNP (Xie et al., 2009). The decreased precipitation under climatological easterly shear forces the
PJ/EAP teleconnection (Lu, 2004). The teleconnectionassociated cyclonic wind at upper level over Japan, intensifies westerly in the south part of EAJ and weakens
westerly in the north part of EAJ. Thus, EAJ shifts southward.
Interestingly, the anomalous zonal wind is more obvious east of 120 ° E in mid-latitude, it may be caused by
Int. J. Climatol. 32: 2073–2080 (2012)
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the WNP rainfall-induced EAP/PJ teleconnection and the
rainfall anomalies mainly locate east of 120 ° E.
Similar to the composite analysis in Section 3, the relationship between the EAJ ridge and ENSO is analysed.
El Niño (1982–1983, 1991–1992, 1997–1998) and La
Niña (1984–1985, 1988–1989, 1999–2000) cases are
selected based on ±1 standard deviation. The ridge is
about 37.5–40.5 ° E in the El Niño cases mean and shifts
a little further southward in 1983, one of the El Niño
decaying years (Figure 7(a) and (c)). The ridge is about
39.5–41.5 ° E in the La Niña cases mean (Figure 7(b)).
While, in one of the La Niña decaying year, 2000,
the ridge tilts northeastwards (Figure 7(d)). It locates in
39–44 ° E, its mean latitude shift northwards relative to
that in the La Niña cases mean. The results are similar
to those of the TIO SST in Section 3. The correlation
coefficient between TIO SST and ENSO is 0.80 for the
period from 1979–2007. This accounts for the similarity.
Though highly affected by ENSO, the TIO SST does
have impacts on western WNP precipitation, which in
turn leads to the movement of the westerly jet. Serials
of studies found that the TIO warming is triggered
by ENSO and that the warming is induced by ocean
dynamics and local air–sea interaction (Huang and
Kinter, 2002; Xie et al., 2002; Du et al., 2009; Xie
et al., 2009). Indeed, ENSO does not affect the WNP
rainfall directly and that ENSO-induced TIO SSTA in
the following summer is an important direct factor (Yang
et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2009; Chowdary et al., 2010,
2011). A coupled general circulation model, which has
quite good predicting skill, is used to analyse the relative
role of TIO (Chowdary et al., 2011). The results showed
that the TIO warming accounts for 50% of the anomalous
sea level pressure over WNP and helps the lower level
anomalous anticyclone to expand westward through the
South China Sea in the summer after El Niño decays.
Therefore, though not the only factor, the TIO warming
plays a very important role in WNP circulation change. In
addition, muti-model results confirm the aforementioned
conclusion (Chowdary et al., 2010).
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